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I. INTRODUCTION
Microwave filters are key building blocks of the front ends present in any modern communication
system, such as radio and TV broadcasting, mobile communication services or satellite payloads [1]–[3].
According to the needs of each application, filters are required to have different electrical specifications
(i.e., in-band amplitude and group delay behavior, as well as out-of-band transmission features) [4], and
are implemented in the most suitable transmission medium (typically using coaxial, planar or waveguide
technologies) [5]–[7]. Over the years, the design and development of microwave filters have received
considerable attention in the technical literature [8], [9].
Although several significant advances in microwave filter design have been achieved over the last
decades, many of the design procedures of RF and microwave filters are still based on Cohn’s paper from
the late 1950s [10]. This classic procedure consists of the three following steps: first, starting from well-
known mathematical models, an equivalent circuit prototype (either based on lumped and/or distributed
elements) is synthesized [11]; second, after identifying the prototype elements with real structure parts,
initial estimates for the physical dimensions are obtained [12], [13]; and third, a final optimization of the
filter dimensions is typically performed [14]–[16]. The success of this design procedure is based on the
similarities between the equivalent circuit prototype and the real filter structure. However, with the advent
of more stringent requirements for filter responses and their physical realization, there is an increasing
number of situations where the equivalent circuit models do not behave precisely as the real structures
do, thus providing initial physical dimensions far from the final solution.
An impaired starting point makes the task of the optimizer more difficult and often provides an unsat-
isfactory final structure. For instance, the real implementation of equivalent circuits typically introduces
additional effects (e.g., due to discontinuities between different transmission media), that degrade the
response of the synthesized structure [17]. On the other hand, filters with moderate or wide bandwidths,
as well as filters based on real elements with different frequency dispersive behavior (inhomogeneous
structures), require advanced prototypes with frequency-dependent components [18]–[21]. Additionally,
with the aim of improving the design procedure of narrowband filters (e.g. dual-mode filters of satellite
payloads or side-coupled coaxial cavity filters), the classic equivalent circuits based on lumped-elements
can be enhanced with distributed models which behave more like the physical structure [22]–[25].
In this paper, the limitations of the synthesis methods based on classic equivalent circuits will be iden-
tified. Then, enhanced distributed models (including the electromagnetic (EM) behavior of the structure’s
elements) and synthesis procedures able to overcome such restrictions will be presented. These synthesis
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techniques are validated through the design of several filters implemented in coaxial and waveguide
technology, where the restrictions of circuit-based synthesis methods can often be observed. For such
design purposes, all of the authors’ enhanced EM-based distributed models and synthesis procedures
have been successfully integrated within the ESA (European Space Agency) software package FEST 3D
(Full-Wave Electromagnetic Simulation Tool) [26]. This package is based on advanced modal methods,
compiled in [27] and first described in [28]–[33].
As an illustrative example of circuit synthesis limitations, we first deal with conventional low-pass
corrugated waveguide filters [4]. The behavior of a synthesis procedure directly based on the classic low-
pass distributed prototype is compared with two recently published techniques (see [17] and [34]), where
the discontinuities between adjacent waveguides of the real filter structure are considered. The results reveal
the advantages of working with equivalent prototypes that are as close as possible to the real structures.
Next, we consider the accurate circuit synthesis of in-line inductive waveguide filters with moderate
and wide bandwidths, implemented through either homogeneous or inhomogeneous structures. It is well
known that such filter responses and configurations cannot be directly recovered from classic synthesis
methods based on equivalent circuits composed of constant impedance inverters and equal transmission line
resonators [4], [5]. The performance of traditional [11], [19] and recent [21], [35] synthesis techniques
including frequency-dependent elements are compared through the design of a moderate bandwidth, a
wideband and an inhomogeneous H-plane filter. The synthesis technique based on a flexible prototype
able to represent the real structure behavior [36] yields the best results.
Lumped-element prototypes directly derived from the coupling matrix do not always represent the
structure topology, even for the narrowband case. As a result, an exact one-to-one correspondence between
the structure parts and the prototype elements is not always possible, thus hampering the dimensional
synthesis of the component. In Section IV, accurate synthesis procedures for both narrowband in-line
coaxial cavity filters and dual-mode filters in circular waveguide are outlined. Such methods rely on
distributed models [37], [38] with a good correspondence to the real structure. This allows the development
of systematic synthesis procedures providing excellent filter dimensions. In the case of classic dual-mode
channel filters, even the penetration depth of the screws can be accurately obtained.
It is worth pointing out that once the filter has been successfully designed, a sensitivity analysis of the
resulting structure should be performed. From this analysis, the designer can determine whether to use






















Fig. 1. Corrugated low-pass filter in rectangular waveguide and prototype representations of the structure. The classic low-pass distributed
prototype is shown in (b), whereas the enhanced distributed prototype with an electromagnetic (EM) model of the waveguide steps is depicted
in (c). (Photograph courtesy of Thales Alenia Space España)
II. CIRCUIT SYNTHESIS OF LOW-PASS CORRUGATED WAVEGUIDE FILTERS
Low-pass corrugated rectangular waveguide filters are an example illustrating the limitations of tra-
ditional prototype synthesis, as well as the advantages obtained from enhanced models. This topology
consists of cascaded high- and low-impedance waveguide sections, as shown in Fig. 1(a). The classic
distributed low-pass prototype depicted in Fig. 1(b) represents the alternation between short lengths
of high- and low-impedance lines, which provide the low-pass filtering capability [4], [39]. Since this
prototype can be synthesized in an analytical form, it has been used for decades in the design of this type
of structure.
According to traditional techniques, a suitable Chebychev or Zolotarev response with a prescribed
stopband performance is first chosen [40], [41]. The transmission line impedances Z0i and phase θ0 at
the passband upper frequency f0 are then synthesized. Next, these prototype parameters are transferred














and a commensurate structure with equal waveguide lengths l is then obtained. The expression (1) set the
waveguide heights bi once the height b0 of the filter input waveguide has been fixed. The value of b0 is
usually chosen according to power and spurious requirements.
This simplified procedure does not provide accurate estimates for the filter dimensions, since the
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of the synthesis procedure of low-pass corrugated filters proposed in [34].
error comes from neglecting some effects of the discontinuities between adjacent waveguides. The circuit
prototype models each discontinuity as a simple impedance step, whereas a more rigorous analysis adds
a capacitive shunt element related to the reactive energy stored around the discontinuity [42]. The step
capacitances can be obtained by use of the approximate expressions in [42], [43]. These closed form
expressions can be easily computed, but they have errors of a few percent that can ultimately limit the
synthesis accuracy. This limitation is avoided if EM simulators are used to extract the step capacitances,
which can be efficiently computed with advanced modal analysis methods [29]. Although the CPU time
required to complete the synthesis will be slightly increased, a dramatic reduction in the overall design
time can be expected if the burden of the final EM optimization is reduced or even avoided.
A prototype that includes the shunt step capacitances, computed from either closed-form expressions or
full-wave simulators, cannot be synthesized in an analytical form. To circumvent this problem, a modified
procedure that corrects the waveguide lengths has been proposed in [17], partly based on the classic work
of Levy [44] used for years by practitioners. The input and output reflection coefficients of the ideal
prototype steps are real (see Fig. 1(b)). However, the shunt capacitive effect introduces a phase shift in
the reflection coefficients of each single waveguide step. To equate the prototype and the structure at the
passband cutoff frequency f0, the correction lengths that compensate for these phase shifts are derived.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the extracted structure responses using the different synthesis techniques considered in this section. Wideband
responses in (a), and detail of the responses close to the passband cutoff frequency in (b). Figures extracted with modifications from [34].
(Courtesy of the European Microwave Association, EuMA)











; j = 1, 2 (3)
where φ(j)i is the phase of the reflection parameter Sjj of the isolated waveguide step and λg is the structure
guide wavelength. Therefore, the length of the i-th filter waveguide section is now given by





These length corrections do improve the extracted structure and its response. However, they are merely
an adjustment to the classic prototype in Fig. 1(b).
The representation of the structure can be improved if the waveguide steps are analyzed with a full-wave
EM simulator and their responses are stored in the form of ABCD matrices [34]. The unconventional
prototype shown in Fig. 1(c) is thus obtained. Unfortunately, the prototype response cannot be expressed
in terms of a simple rational function in θ, and an analytical synthesis procedure providing the prototype
lengths is unavailable. Instead, a fast circuit optimization based on the equiripple algorithm in [45] and
starting from the corrected lengths (4) is performed. The flow chart of the resulting synthesis procedure
is shown in Fig. 2.
To test the performance of the synthesis methods described above, a 31st order low-pass corrugated
filter for high-power applications has been considered [34]. The filter passband cutoff frequency f0 was
11 GHz, with a specified return loss of 25 dB, and a gap height greater than 4.25 mm. The responses of the
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different extracted structures are compared in Fig. 3. Using the distributed prototype in Fig. 1(b), which
neglects the step capacitances, an important shift in the passband cutoff frequency and the filter stopband
is observed. Some reflection zeros are also lost. This extracted structure is far from the final solution.
After applying the length corrections (3)–(4) according to [17], a significant improvement is observed.
The resulting structure, however, requires a final optimization because the filter cutoff frequency is shifted
60 MHz downwards and the upper passband ripple is slightly impaired.
Finally, the approach in [34], which uses the closest prototype to the real filter, provides the best
synthesized structure. A final optimization is not required in this case because the error in the filter
dimensions is below typical manufacturing tolerances. The slight deviation of the extracted structure
response in Fig. 3 can be attributed to the higher-order modes, which are the only contributions ignored
in the prototype in Fig. 1(c). As the waveguide lengths become shorter and/or higher waveguide sections
are used, the effects of such modes increase and the synthesis accuracy is reduced. For instance, to
obtain wider stopbands, the discontinuities must become closer to move the spurious passband upwards
in frequency, and higher impedance sections must be used to keep the same filter gap. The prediction of
the filter cutoff frequency will therefore be degraded. High-power applications with wide stopbands often
require impractical waveguide sections. As a result, low-pass corrugated filters with high gaps, such as
the one in the example, followed by harmonic suppressors should be used [46].
This example points out the importance of using the closest physical representation of the real filter.
Traditional prototypes are simplified models able to be synthesized in an analytical form, and their extracted
structures normally require some sort of correction (usually involving a cumbersome EM optimization).
Using current full-wave simulation capabilities, better models including relevant second-order effects can
be derived. Although a more difficult synthesis must be carried out, the resulting structure is highly
improved and the burden of the final EM optimization is reduced or even avoided. The closer the model
to the structure, the higher the benefits in terms of robustness and efficiency.
III. CIRCUIT SYNTHESIS OF WIDEBAND AND INHOMOGENEOUS INDUCTIVE WAVEGUIDE FILTERS
Circuit prototypes for microwave filters are generally composed of immittance inverters and resonators.
To simplify the prototypes and guarantee that they may be analytically synthesized, constant immittance
inverters are commonly assumed, as well as identical prototype resonators. As a result, the prototype
response is a rational function in terms of a common complex frequency variable s. These approximations
are valid for narrowband applications, where a constant coupling matrix completely defines the prototype
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Fig. 4. Body of a diplexer composed of two inductive filters with rounded corners. (Courtesy of Thales Alenia Space España)
and the real filter behavior [5]. Exploiting the coupling matrix or equivalent schemes, very powerful
synthesis and design methods of narrowband filters have been developed (see [12], [13], [15], [47] and [48]
to cite a few). However, as the filter bandwidth increases, the accuracy of the previous methods is seriously
reduced. In fact, they are usually unsuitable for relative bandwidths greater than 5%. Moreover, if the
structure’s resonators and/or coupling elements do not share the same variation with frequency (i.e., the
structure is inhomogeneous), the performance of the narrowband approaches degrades even faster. In
wideband and inhomogeneous applications, the frequency dependence of the real structure elements must
be rigorously taken into account in the synthesis procedure. Inhomogeneous filters are of practical interest,
since their additional degrees of freedom can be used to improve the filter performance [49].
In-line inductive waveguide filters have been used for decades in a wide range of practical applications
(see Fig. 4). The synthesis and design of such filters have been studied in depth, achieving significant
advances over Cohn’s method [10], which is ultimately based on a bandpass prototype derived from
lumped-elements. The most widely used methodologies are due to Levy [19] and Rhodes [11]. These
techniques are essentially the same, since both are based on a distributed prototype with ideal shunt
inductances as impedance inverters. The prototype elements are similar to the real structure parts, and after
minor simplifications, an analytical synthesis procedure can be established. The method in [19] performs
the synthesis by applying a frequency mapping to the classic distributed half-wave prototype [40], whereas
the technique in [11] directly provides explicit approximate formulae for the prototype elements.
A new dimensional synthesis method has been presented in [21], which considers the diverse frequency
variation of the real coupling elements by means of their slope parameters [50]. After performing an
initial synthesis of the structure, the slope parameters of the extracted coupling windows are computed
through EM simulations and added to the slope parameters of their adjacent resonators. These modified
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Fig. 5. Generalized prototype for in-line inductive filters able to accurately model the frequency dependence of the structure parts.
slope parameters are then used to perform an improved synthesis with a better representation of the
structure around the filter’s center frequency, although the accuracy of the model reduces for frequencies
increasingly far from the passband center. These methods prove to be appropriate for moderate bandwidths
(i.e., up to about 15% relative bandwidth in guide wavelength terms) due to the simplifications carried out
for the sake of an analytically synthesizable prototype. Moreover, a common guide wavelength is used,
thus making the techniques suitable only for homogeneous filters. The technique in [11] was generalized
to the inhomogeneous case in [51], although the resulting method is only valid in a very narrowband
regime.
A synthesis procedure similar to the one described in Section II is not possible in this case. Although
the inductive irises could be divided in two cascaded discontinuities, and the length between them could
be used to set the coupling, the synthesis accuracy would be compromised by the higher-order modes
present in such short waveguide sections. Additionally, this technique would not be well suited to use
the iris widths to control the coupling (which is the option usually preferred in practice). Hence, the
coupling elements must be modeled as a whole. There is not much sense, however, in using an EM
matrix representation that must be continuously recomputed during the synthesis. It is far more efficient
to use a frequency variant circuit to model the real impedance inverters.
Inductive homogeneous filters in rectangular waveguide can be designed using the techniques described
in [52], [53], which are able to consider the rounded corners arising from manufacturing. These techniques
establish an EM-based polynomial model of a fixed-length coupling window in terms of its width and
the frequency. The design procedure relies on a brute-force optimization of the structure in which the
EM-based model is only used to replace the EM simulator. As a result, an important reduction of the
overall design time is obtained at the cost of a slight degradation in accuracy.
A more elaborate methodology has been recently proposed to perform the synthesis of wideband and/or
inhomogeneous in-line inductive filters [35], [36]. This technique is based on the generalized prototype
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Fig. 6. Flow chart of the synthesis procedure for bandpass filters proposed in [35], [36].








η the intrinsic impedance of the medium and γi a parameter used to control the frequency dependence of
the prototype characteristic impedances, which is normally set to 1 to represent a TE mode.
The inductive obstacles are accurately represented by means of frequency variant impedance inverters
and transmission line lengths (which absorb the frequency dependence of the correction lengths that must
be added to the structure obstacles to behave as pure inverters). After transferring such lengths to the
adjacent resonators, the prototype impedance inverter parameters and transmission line lengths are
























where K0i is the impedance parameter of the i-th inverter at f0inv (an arbitrary reference frequency),
and λg0i is the guide wavelength λgi of the i-th resonator at its resonant frequency f0i . The prototype’s
free parameters αi, κ1i and κ2i are used to match the structure behavior over a wide frequency range.




























































Fig. 7. Schematic description of a synthesis method iteration in (a) according to [35] (the dashed and continuous lines denote aborted and
succesful steps, respectively). Prototype responses after the analytical approximate synthesis procedure in the first three steps in (b).
change during the synthesis. An iterative synthesis procedure is thus followed, whose flow chart is depicted
in Fig. 6.
The procedure starts with the analytical synthesis of the classic distributed half-wave prototype. This
homogeneous prototype is a particular case of the generalized prototype in Fig. 5 with the parameters γi,
αi, κ1i and κ2i set to 0 and the same common guide wavelength in all of the transmission lines. Next, the
synthesis of a generalized prototype with γi = 1, αi = 1 and κ1i = κ2i = 0 is carried out before the first
structure extraction. This prototype models a waveguide filter with ideal shunt inductive obstacles, and
includes the real frequency behavior of the different structure resonators. From the synthesized prototype,
the dimensions of the filter parts are then extracted, and the prototype parameters αi, κ1i and κ2i are
updated to acquire the wideband behavior of the new coupling windows. Since this update changes the
prototype, it must be synthesized again and a new iteration starts. The combined prototype-structure
synthesis finishes once the maximum variation in the physical dimensions of two consecutive extracted
structures is below a convergence bound ε.
To guarantee success of this methodology, the ideal transfer function must always be recovered with
the synthesized prototypes. The prototype synthesis starts from the final prototype of the last iteration, and
aims to obtain the parameters f0i and K0i of the new prototype updated with the frequency dependence of
the last extracted filter (inhomogeneous structures are asynchronously tuned devices, so different f0i can
be obtained). Since the prototype cannot be synthesized in an analytical form, an approximate synthesis
procedure followed by a fast circuit optimization is performed [35]. If a cumbersome circuit optimization
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is detected (i.e., the starting point is not good enough), the prototype flexibility is fully exploited. An
intermediate prototype midway between the starting and the goal prototype is created. The algorithm
then tries to synthesize the intermediate prototype instead of the goal. Once the intermediate prototype
has been synthesized, it is used to obtain the goal prototype. The strategy is recursive, since additional
intermediate prototypes can be created as required. Fig. 7 illustrates a prototype synthesis involving
intermediate prototypes.
Finally, the extraction of the filter dimensions is based on the relationship between the reflection






1 + |S11 (f)|
(7)
which allows use of a root-finding method to determine the iris dimensions that provide the inverter
parameter K at f0inv of the synthesized prototype. A correction length must also be added to the input























where n and m are integers (normally set to obtain the shortest correction lengths in magnitude), and
φ11 (f) and φ21 (f) are the phase of the S11 and S21 reflection coefficients, respectively. The length of each
waveguide resonator is thus obtained by adding the correction lengths of its adjacent coupling windows
to half guide wavelength at its computed f0i resonant frequency.
Once the coupling windows have been extracted, their equivalent impedance parameters K (f) and
correction lengths lin (f) and lout (f) are derived from EM simulations (see (7)–(8)). The prototype’s free
parameters αi, κ1i and κ2i are then obtained by means of a least-square fit in the form (6).
Figure 8 compares the homogeneous structures extracted with different synthesis methods for a 6th
order moderate bandwidth filter and the wideband 11th order filter in [35]. The methods in [11] and [19]
provide nearly the same results, which are comparable to the ones obtained by the more recent method
in [21]. Although the extracted structures exhibit a good response, Fig. 8(a) shows some degradation in the
bandwidth and return loss level. These impairments increase in the wideband filter, with four of the eleven
reflection zeros placed out of the frequency axis (see Fig. 8(b)). The method in [35] yields outstanding
filter responses in both cases, at the expense of a more intricate but precise synthesis procedure. The
13































































































Fig. 8. Comparison between the responses of the extracted structures with different synthesis methods for two WR75 homogeneous inductive
waveguide filters with 25 dB return loss. In (a) a 800 MHz moderate bandwidth filter (11.7% guide wavelength relative bandwidth) and in
(b) a 2.5 GHz wide bandwidth filter (33.2% guide wavelength relative bandwidth) [35]. For verification purposes, the response obtained in
(b) with the accurate method of [35] has also been simulated with HFSS [54].























































































Fig. 9. Passband in (a) and stopband in (b) responses of the synthesized inhomogeneous filter with rounded corners. The structure layout
is plotted in (c).
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CPU time required by all the methods is below 1 second. From Monte Carlo analyses performed on
equal ripple optimized filters, it can be concluded that the impairments in the responses obtained from the
techniques [11], [19] and [21] are equivalent to a manufacturing tolerance of ±25–100 µm (mainly due
to the bandwidth shrinkage). Using the technique in [35], only a 1.3 dB reduction in the return loss ripple
is observed in both filters, which corresponds to the expected degradation of a manufacturing tolerance
slightly below ±5 µm.
For the last example, a 9th order inhomogeneous filter with inductive coupling windows and rounded
corner resonators has also been synthesized. The passband was centered at 11 GHz, with 23 dB return
loss and 300 MHz bandwidth. The non-equal resonator widths were carefully chosen to provide at least
a 2:1 stopband range. The filter passband and wideband responses are shown in Fig. 9. The response of
the structure extracted from [51] shows the limitations of this technique, with errors in several physical
dimensions greater than 500 µm (which are difficult to be restored after a long and cumbersome EM
optimization). On the other hand, the results from [35] only show small variations in the passband ripple
level (about ±1.5 dB), which are due to the higher-order modes not included in the prototype. Furthermore,
very good agreement with HFSS data is also observed. The small frequency shift of about 0.06% can be
attributed to the HFSS linear segmentation of the rounded corners [54], which replaces circular contours
with circumscribed polygons and reduces the surface of the waveguide resonators. The synthesis took
2 minutes. The final EM optimization is also avoided in this asymmetric filter with a sensitivity figure
below ±5 µm, which probably will require tuning screws to compensate for manufacturing tolerances.
IV. EQUIVALENT DISTRIBUTED CIRCUIT MODELS FOR THE SYSTEMATIC DESIGN PROCEDURE OF
NARROWBAND BANDPASS WAVEGUIDE FILTERS
Although classic lumped-element circuits can implement any coupling matrix, and therefore provide the
electrical response of any narrowband filter, the use of prototypes closer to the real structure can also be
advantageous in the narrowband case. Using such prototypes, a clear correspondence between the structure
parts and the prototype elements can be identified. This correspondence can be exploited to establish a
more precise synthesis procedure able to extract an improved structure. Two widely used types of filters
are discussed in this section. In both cases, a distributed prototype is used to represent the structure.
Although these prototypes can model the component over wider bandwidths, they are synthesized following
Cohn’s classic procedure [10]. This simple approach is effective because the filters under consideration
are narrowband.
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Fig. 10. A coaxial diplexer with combline resonators coupled by small lateral apertures. (Courtesy of Thales Alenia Space España)
A. Side Coupled In-Line Coaxial Cavity Filters
Coaxial cavity filters coupled by small lateral apertures are extensively used in practical narrowband
applications due to their compact size, good quality factor and good spurious performance (see Fig. 10).
The synthesis methods for direct-coupled cavity filters [10] are not well-suited for side coupling, whereas
the classic techniques for combline and interdigital filters assume proximity coupling, which is appropriate
for moderate and wide bandwidths [55]. To obtain the initial filter dimensions, however, a direct-coupled
cavity prototype form with shunt stub resonators is normally used [4]. The side couplings are usually
set by means of an even/odd analysis of a symmetric or asymmetric pair of coaxial resonators [56],
[57], that can be efficiently performed with advanced modal methods as described in [57]. Although the
synthesized dimensions are not far from the final solution, the structure response is usually poor due to the
filter sensitivity and the approximations carried out, and it should be improved with the help of computer
optimization. Eventually, the ideal transfer function is always restored with tuning screws, included to
compensate for the manufacturing tolerances in such sensitive narrowband filters.
A new design method without EM optimization was recently presented in [37], [58]. For the configu-
ration with the coupling apertures placed on the side opposite the end gaps (see Fig. 11(b)), the prototype
in Fig. 11(a) has been proposed. This prototype includes shunt capacitances to represent the resonator end
gaps, and series inductances to model the phase shifts due to the real coupling elements and the filter ports.
Once the parameters Li and Ci are known, the prototype can be analytically synthesized from the direct-
coupled cavity filter after performing some circuit transformations and narrowband approximations. Next,
a new structure implementing the synthesized prototype is extracted. This update of the filter dimensions,












































































Fig. 11. Prototype for in-line side-coupled coaxial cavity filters in (a), whose topology is depicted in (b). Comparison between the extracted
structure and the synthesized prototype for the 20 MHz bandwidth filter in (c) (data extracted from Fig. 11 in [58]).
synthesized again in a new iteration. A combined prototype-structure synthesis procedure similar to the
one described in Section III is thus obtained (although the prototype is analytically synthesized in this
narrowband case).
The results for the 6th order in-line coaxial filter described in [58] are depicted in Fig. 11(c). Even
though the specified passband return loss level is not exactly recovered, the extracted structure response
is very good when compared to classic methods (see Fig. 14 in [58]). An outstanding initial guess of the
filter is obtained without costly EM optimizations, which allows one to set the dimensions of the device
to be manufactured. The response is finally compensated with the tuning elements always included in
these sensitive filters.
B. Dual-Mode Circular Waveguide Filters
Since the 1970s, dual-mode waveguide filters have been widely used in satellite hardware, due to their
reduced mass and volume features [59]–[61]. Using two orthogonal degenerate modes inside each cavity,
17
(a) (b)
Fig. 12. Classic configuration of a 4th order dual-mode filter in circular waveguide. Assembled filter in (a). Schematic description of the
filter parts in (b).
an N -pole filter can be implemented with only N/2 cavities. Additionally, transmission zeros can be
easily obtained with in-line topologies, thus allowing these compact structures to be assembled within
satellite platforms. Circular waveguide topologies provide higher quality factors than their rectangular
counterparts [22], [62], and are preferred for space applications. Since very narrow bandwidths are
typically specified, the filter sensitivity is usually below manufacturing tolerances. As a result, tuner-less
implementations [63] are commonly avoided.
The classic dual-mode filter configuration normally used in practice is shown in Fig. 12, which includes
three screws on each dual-mode cavity. The vertical and horizontal screws (so-called tuning screws) are
used for the fine adjustment of the center frequency of each polarization. The diagonal (or coupling) screw
controls the degree of interaction between the two degenerated modes in the same cavity. The iris placed
between the two adjacent cavities is cross-shaped. The vertical arm of the cross couples the horizontal
modes of both cavities, whereas the horizontal arm does the same for the vertically polarized modes.
The design of dual-mode circular waveguide filters has been traditionally carried out with theoretical
curves, empirical data and brute-force approaches. A systematic design procedure was proposed in [64]
based on the well-known, generalized, direct-coupled cavity prototype [20]. This technique is limited to
narrow bandwidths. Moreover, the procedure to extract the filter dimensions does not consider second-order














Fig. 13. Distributed model for the dual-mode configuration shown in Fig. 12.
but a time consuming EM refinement is required. Further improvement can be achieved with the help of the
distributed model derived in [38] (see Fig. 13), which is a very accurate representation of the dual-mode
filter in Fig. 12. This prototype is more accurate than a lumped-element network for wider bandwidths
and also provides valuable information for deriving physical dimensions. Vertical modes (assuming the
reference orientation of Fig. 12(b)) are driven through the upper part of the model (resonances 1 and
4), and horizontal modes are propagated through the lower part (resonances 2 and 3). The K inverters
model the irises, whereas the J inverters represent the coupling screws. According to [38], the normalized
























where Mij are the values of the coupling matrix andW = ∆ω/ω is the fractional bandwidth. In waveguide
technology, W should be replaced with Wλ (fractional guide wavelength bandwidth) to take into account
the dispersion characteristics of the waveguide modes






with ω1, ω2 being the classic band edge frequencies, and λg1, λg2 the corresponding guide wavelengths,
as described in [4].
The distributed model can easily consider any resonant mode. The most widely used are the TE113
modes, but if higher quality factors are needed, the cavities can be enlarged to use higher TE11N resonances.
The only change is the position of the J-inverters (inter-resonator couplings) since their best placement





















Fig. 14. Electrical response of the EM model given by FEST3D [26] compared with the distributed model response.
From the synthesized prototype, a CAD procedure can be applied to extract the dual-mode structure. The
iris dimensions are derived by performing EM simulations of the isolated irises. Following the technique
described in Section III, a search algorithm is used to change the iris width/height until the normalized K̄
of the corresponding prototype inverter is obtained. The resulting irises provide different length corrections
for the degenerate modes of each resonant cavity. Since the cavity has the same physical length for both
modes, tuning screws are required to compensate for this effect. The penetration depths of the two tuning
screws are independently adjusted to center the simulated response of each mode at the passband center
frequency. On the other hand, the diagonal (coupling) screws are tuned to match the simulated response of
each cavity (including its irises) with the response of the equivalent part of the prototype circuit. At each
step of this CAD procedure, only one parameter has to be changed. In contrast to other methods described
in this paper, an iterative prototype-structure synthesis algorithm is not needed. Exploiting the one-to-one
correspondence between prototype and structure elements, a simple, fast and robust methodology can be
carried out to obtain the ideal prototype response with the real filter.
Fig. 14 shows the EM simulation data of the extracted structure compared to the electrical response
of the distributed model for a four-pole dual-mode filter. Note that the agreement between the distributed
model and the extracted structure is excellent in the simulated bandwidth. A final optimization has not
been required, and the total CPU design time has been around ten minutes on a personal computer.
The final dimensions of the designed dual-mode filter are reported in Table I (cavity lengths and screw




EXAMPLE OF ORDER N = 4. PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF CAVITIES AND PENETRATION DEPTHS OF SCREWS ON EACH CAVITY.
ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN MM.
i Length of cavity i penetration depth
dV = 1.0000
1 L1 = 54.4372 dH = 2.9024
d45◦ = 2.032
dV = 1.0000
2 L2 = 54.4416 dH = 2.8988
d−45◦ = 1.9417
TABLE II
















Most of the circuit prototypes used in practical applications were proposed many decades ago, when
the present computational resources were not available. Simplicity was a key factor in their conception.
Although these traditional prototypes model the real structures, they usually neglect second-order effects,
the frequency dependence of the filter parts and, in some cases, they do not have an exact correspondence
with the physical structure. All of these inaccuracies can affect the equivalence between the prototype and
the real filter, thus degrading the initial structure extracted from the synthesized prototype. Optimizations
carried out from poor initial dimensions are computationally burdensome, and more liable to provide a
filter with unsatisfactory response.
The synthesis methods reviewed in this paper are based on prototypes designed to faithfully represent
the real components. These prototypes include elements to model the relevant effects of the structure in
the particular designs to be carried out. Moreover, accurate EM simulators are used to find an almost exact
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equivalence between the prototype and the filter parts. Although more elaborate synthesis techniques are
usually required, these enhanced prototypes and synthesis procedures can be used to extract outstanding
initial structures. The design is essentially solved after the dimensional synthesis of the component since,
at most, only a slight and fast final refinement is needed (using an EM optimizer or the tuning elements
included in narrowband filters). The examples shown in this paper reveal the capabilities of these methods
to overcome the limitations of classic circuit synthesis.
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